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Abstract—In today’s digital age, medical litigation often involves Healthcare data and medical devices. Electronic discovery is a process involving legal parties on a case to preserve, collect, review, and exchange electronic information for the purpose of using it as evidence in the case. With the growth of information in electronic format across the globe, litigations involving Healthcare can get challenging especially with the advent of smart Healthcare devices. In this paper, the authors explore the challenges faced during the eDiscovery process involving Healthcare data, systems and devices. The authors propose incorporating industry best practices towards effective management of the eDiscovery process in the Healthcare Industry.
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1. Introduction

Electronic Discovery (also known as e-discovery, e discovery, or eDiscovery) is the contemporary concept of the traditional pre-trial discovery process during which legal counsels exchange copies of documents from the opposing party in anticipation of finding valuable evidence to assist with their side of the legal case. Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) [1] is a conceptual framework of the eDiscovery process that outlines standards for the recovery and discovery of digital data. EDRM consists of nine steps namely; Identification, Preservation, Collection, Processing, Review, Analysis, Production and Presentation. The scope of eDiscovery process relates to evidence of nearly all electronic devices especially those that are connected to the company or home network or the Internet such as personal computers, wearable devices, mobile phones, IoT, computer networks, industrial automation, medical equipment, etc. Stories about the search and identification for “smoking gun” documents – usually e-mail and instant messaging – has become a staple of the news media in many industries [2]. Healthcare providers have been little involved in such news stories, however, noteworthy cases have started coming from allied industries like insurance carriers, medical device manufactures and pharmaceuticals [2]. It is predicted that this situation will change someday and will probably catch the vulnerable Healthcare providers in a blind. If the recent eDiscovery cases are of any indication,
Healthcare providers and their business associates are especially big targets for eDiscovery. Healthcare service providers, insurers, researchers, medical device manufacturers and medical technology enthusiasts are in the continuous process of enhancing Healthcare with the latest technology like mobility, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics. This has yielded some cutting-edge developments, such as, medical robots, tele-medicine, wearable devices and portable platforms that were once only portrayed in fiction settings like the Star Wars movies. Such developments in technology has yielded great user feedback and acceptance making this a lucrative market. While automation is welcome, litigation can get cumbersome if the legal world is not in-step with technology. With the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Healthcare providers were mandated to implement the use of electronic health records (EHR) by 2014 leading to a paperless world. User acceptance of all the technological enhancements has also contributed to the drive to automate. Sometimes, in situations like a medical malpractice cases or an agency mandated audit, the forensic capabilities of tools and investigative skills can be a nightmare due to complicated skill matrix needed to undertake such an exercise. Moreover, technology in devices also assists in multi-language support contributing to the investigation complexity.

In a dispute, extensive cooperation is required among litigation parties, their counsel and other stakeholders as to; 1) What information exists, 2) Is it relevant 3) Where it exists 4) Is worth extracting 5) Can it be extracted in a targeted and meaningful way while maintaining its integrity and 6) Can it be explained within the context of the case. For example, medical records in diagnostic and monitoring equipment contains the patient information and medical information. In addition to device metadata, it also contains metadata (logs) about how and when the patient was treated, when and what medical information was written, when it was accessed by whom, and when it was transmitted, opened, read, printed, commented or edited [3]. Unlike the huge volume of emails and document that are traditionally the bulk of eDiscovery, in the above example, device metadata, possible residual patient data and transaction logs may be hidden or embedded, encoded and in proprietary formats. Litigation parties must constantly decide if such data is pertinent to their case and worth the extraction effort.

In this paper, the goal of the authors is to catalog various challenges that can occur in the legal-healthcare market due to the growth of medical devices, increased automation of medical systems, consolidation of various databases and proliferation of Internet-of-Things (IoT) in the Healthcare industry. The authors suggest best practices that might overcome these challenges.

2. Literature Review

In the healthcare litigation world, eDiscovery can be encountered in cases like medical malpractice, criminal, civil and financial lawsuits, incident breaches, drug frauds, dubious research, insurance claims, enactment of Healthcare regulations, etc. In each of these cases, the whole EDRM process is undertaken by the legal stakeholders. The legal profession and community have a dedicated branch of practice and personnel focused entirely on Healthcare lawsuits. A ton of related work on eDiscovery can be found in the legal blogs, court dockets and legal-medical news bulletins wherein multiple legal cases are discussed. For a successful eDiscovery process in Healthcare, evidence should be identified, collected and preserved. Darnell et al. [4] in "Forensic Science in Healthcare” highlight the need for preserving the on-scene evidence by first
responders in Healthcare. Crime-scene preservation is key to successful evidence gathering with possible tampering. Khan et al. [5] discuss the forthcoming legal challenges in Mobile Health Technology’s Impact on the medical profession. As medical devices acquire mobility features, legal issues can arise due to evidence acquisition and preservation as users may tamper with the device. eDiscovery challenges are just not local to the US Healthcare market. Kunsten et al. [6] focus on Ontario, Canada to describe the trends and analysis of Trials and Appeals in the medical malpractice. A literature gap exists in documenting various challenges that legal analysts may face in the Healthcare industry. In this paper, the authors outline these challenges and propose best practices.

3. Healthcare litigations

Across the globe, Healthcare is a busy industry when it comes to litigations. Legal disputes can cover a wide variety of issues and there are plenty of lawsuits being filed for various reasons. These disputes can be challenging given the degree of medical automation and digital data they present. Below are a few examples of the types of litigations related to Healthcare.

- Regulatory disputes or Criminal investigations or qui tam suits for accusations of violation of the Stark Act, False Claims Act, or other state and federal laws
- Reimbursement litigation and ERISA violations
- Disputes about drug trials - preparation, surveys, testing and outcomes
- Employment discrimination
- Employment contracts and provisions like non-competition, non-disclosure and non-solicitation

A recent litigation trend survey states that organizations are facing more regulatory proceedings and arbitrations while trying to manage cyber-risk and data protection [7]. Often Hospital class action lawsuits arise from the hospital’s unauthorized disclosure of Patient Health Information (PHI). Data breach litigation is now in the spotlight and performing eDiscovery in such situations can be complex given the unknowns of the data loss and impact. For example; within 24 hours after health insurer Anthem’s announcement of a data breach involving hackers stealing the data of as many as 80 million of its current and former customers, the company was hit with lawsuits over the cyber-incident. Of the millions impacted, only 19.1 million members of the class-action lawsuit were able to demonstrate that their personal information was stored in the data center that was attacked by hackers [8]. With the onset of personal mobile medical devices and IoT enabled Healthcare devices, data breaches originating from such devices can be a challenge for litigation. Many websites are dedicated on the Internet for the latest Healthcare lawsuits and settlements [9], [10].
4. Healthcare data universe

Healthcare data can assume many forms; from the fax/paper documents to electronic patient records. The authors try to group Healthcare data into distinct types and identify possible electronic storage locations.

Corporate IT Healthcare data falls into the below types [11], [12];

- Operational data
- Real time data - Networks and monitoring systems like HVAC
- Machine data - machine data is the digital exhaust created by the systems, technologies and infrastructure powering modern businesses
- Structured corporate data - data related to financial transactions, sales, inventory management and manufacturing production resulting in structured data
- Unstructured repetitive corporate data
- Unstructured non-repetitive corporate data like emails, Healthcare records, warranty claims, corporate contracts, call center interactions, marketing responses
- Business Customers data
- Audit data
- Intellectual Property
- Dark data
- Unverified outdated data
- High-dimensional data
- Insurance data
- Business data across Geos

For corporate data, eDiscovery starts from the beginning with logging, copying, and indexing information from various information repositories. While querying and indexing simplifies the search process, narrowing search variables to generate accurate reports can be challenging due to the volume of data. Departing employees take with them valuable information about business practices, clientèle, and operations [13]. Following an organizational approved exit process, ensures that all such information is transitioned and handled appropriately when an employee exits the workplace is crucial with e-discovery. With the dependence on social media, employees should be careful with their organization’s social image and the business should encourage their clients and partners to do so the same, with the knowledge that data on social media may come back to bite them as a lawsuit. Furthermore, avoid spoliation on social media as it can be easy to discover when litigation is anticipated or ongoing.

Clinical data is a common resource for Healthcare and medical research and is stored electronically. Clinical data is either collected during the course of ongoing patient care or as part of a formal clinical trial program. Clinical data falls into six major types and typical data location for storage as below [14].

- Electronic health records.
- Administrative data.
- Claims and Encounter data.
- Patient / Disease data and registries.
- Health surveys.
- Clinical trials, research and knowledge data.

In eDiscovery, all the above types of clinical data may be needed during audits or litigation. The location of such data can complicate the extraction and stretch timelines. Clinical (and pharmaceutical) trials can involve a large number of similar documents completed by participants that implies a lot of OCRed text. Such trials may involve many decades of research around the efficacy of a particular drug and involve many historical documents that were originally created on paper [15].
5. The Current State of challenges

In 2006, electronically stored information (ESI) in eDiscovery was introduced in the amended Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. During this time, EHRs in Healthcare was becoming an industry standard. While eDiscovery has rapidly evolved at the federal level, the same cannot be said at the state court level, where we find most medical malpractice litigation.

eDiscovery is often associated with legal procedures but is also a required step during audits and post-cyber incident investigations. As Healthcare moves towards embracing technology, eDiscovery increases in complexity. A heatmap table of challenges during the EDRM stages as outlined in Figure: 1. Below are the challenges discussed in detail in relation to the eDiscovery process.

5.1. Big Data

In the case of Naperville Smart Meter Awareness v. City of Naperville, 900 F.3d 521 (7th Cir. 2018) [16], residents of Naperville were concerned about the volume of data from home appliances gathered by the smart readers being deployed by the city replacing traditional energy meters on its grid. The Seventh Circuit court found that the collection of smart meter data without consent from residents’ homes constituted a “search” under the Fourth Amendment considering the potential privacy impact on the residents. Healthcare electronic data too can be enormous given the number of digital systems and patients that the entity deals with. From an estimate of clinical data generation viewpoint, the data storage needs can be upwards of 19 Terabytes per annum [17]. Managing and storing such volumes of data each day can be a nightmare. Often data is improperly classified and tagged or at worse never classified. Sifting through such volumes of data from backups and archives for eDiscovery can take days. Sometimes, data is either infrequent or completely not backed-up from medical systems due to various reasons like criticality or tier classification of the system by IT. From Figure- 1, managing big data can be a challenge during the identification, preservation, collection, processing and destruction phases. eDiscovery and support teams need analytical tools & software like Reativity [18] and Proofpoint [19], to get a better insight into their information. As described by Ivo Dinov in “Volume and Value of Big Healthcare Data” [20], there are four directions that could significantly impact the process of extracting information from big Healthcare data, translating that information to knowledge, and deriving appropriate actions. The author also identifies Information hoarding (e.g., heterogeneous health care systems unwilling to share clinical data about patients they have in common, health insurers unwilling to reveal, providers’ reimbursement rates, computational scientist limiting access to powerful new resources, etc.) as a catalyst for the decay in data value of many interesting Big Healthcare datasets. Such challenges of big Healthcare data cause further complexities for legal and audit teams during eDiscovery. Healthcare entities must outline a data specific policy and deploy a Master Data Management (MDM) governance program that details business goals, process and procedures. The MDM program should define and identify data locations, address audit challenges, scrub and shape data, technology needs, policies, etc. all with the aim to improve data trustworthiness. At the same time, electronic data collection, processing and sale details have to be adequately and fully communicated to the patients to avoid legal issues.

5.2. EHR and Automation

Healthcare in the United States has a remarkable transition from paper to Electronic Health Record
(EHR) systems in the past decades making them a ubiquitous part of the healthcare digital landscape. A EHR system is a patient-centered digital data set that replacing the paper-chart to document observations, measurements, acts, and events in the course of evaluating, advising, or treating a patient [21], [22]. The terms "Electronic Medical Record" (EMR) and “Electronic Health Record” (EHR) have discrete meanings that can sometimes cause confusion. An EMR contains the medical and clinical data gathered in one provider’s office, while an EHR includes more comprehensive patient information [23]. EHRs serve as a double edge sword and can trigger or prevent malpractice lawsuits. With many EHR systems to choose from, Healthcare providers, researchers and medical device manufacturers tend to cater to the maximum EHR products. This coupled with EHR deployment challenges, often lead to these systems being in poor security compliance. To complicate further, EHR systems are not always compatible with each other making them information-silos that can be difficult for the eDiscovery team to correlate. Also, individual practices have access to a Healthcare system’s EHR and maintaining their office access is a challenge. EHR systems may be well designed during initial deployment but tend to become obsolete over time with various maintenance challenges. From Figure-1, EHR and automation can be challenging during the collection and preservation phases as the quantity of data can be huge depending on the case scope. A healthcare provider may use more than one EHR leading to further complications. Often the business needs and pressure overrule smart thinking towards deployment design architecture. Also, both sides in the litigation need to be cognizant of the EHR software’s transactional capabilities and reporting capabilities [24]. In a medical malpractice case, Borum v. Smith et al., No. 4:2017cv00017 - Document 31 (W.D. Ky. 2017) [25], a federal magistrate judge in Kentucky ordered the healthcare provider to allow the plaintiff to perform an on-site inspection of the provider’s EMR and provide the plaintiff with an audit trail of the electronic records in native format. Such litigation allows for additional scrutiny of the EHR and increases the scope of discovery burdening the legal teams. In a study [26] of 66 EHR-related litigation claims from July 2014 through December 2016, 50 percent of these claims were caused by system factors such as failure of drug or clinical decision support alerts and 58 percent of claims were caused by users such as copying and pasting progress notes. This highlights the need for EHR systems to integrate machine learning techniques to minimize system and user errors as increased system testing and numerous EHR user trainings can still result in errors. With proper design, scalability, managed integrations and workflows with other systems, incorporating security, good training and other routine precautions, EHR systems can be easily managed reducing litigation.

5.3. Logging and Retention

Adequate logs and their retention is dependent on a range of factors ranging from system features, retention capabilities to the organization’s practices. Electronic Records, system logs, database backups, email archiving, etc. if not retained for defined periods of time, can introduce complications during eDiscovery. Medical records (EHR) retention period varies from state to state in the United States depending on the category of data, patient condition and provider [27]. Artigliere et al. [21] discuss ways to manage EHR during eDiscovery and highlight the misconception by legal support that all relevant EHR actions log associated auditable events to support discovery queries for every step of originating, updating, or viewing EHRs. While routine IT systems like servers, network infrastructure, appli-
cations (software) and databases log some level of data, logs of medical devices are often inaccessible to a centralized log aggregation and management system (SIEM). Insufficient levels of logging, and reduced life of logs due to overwrites (poor archival design) further complicate investigations. Similarly, metadata contained on these devices are seldom backed up as part of routine maintenance. Medical data transactions between pharmacies, Healthcare providers, imaging consultants, research labs, billing services, transcriptionists, etc. make it difficult to track such electronic communications. Medical data entities can help reduce eDiscovery costs by getting rid of Redundant, Obsolete and Trivial (ROT) data. Often retention process is overlooked until the cost of storage is an issue. From Figure-1, logging, tracking and retention activities can be a challenge during the governance, identification and destruction phases. Often logs are prematurely deleted by systems or suffer from poor retention oversight as they are not at par with raw data which enjoys greater attention. Following a regular and robust audit process can help in efficient retrievals of data and fine-tuning the long-term health record retention strategy. On average estimate in 2011, 1,000 pages have been preserved for every page entered as an exhibit – too often, too much unnecessary data has been preserved and drawn into eDiscovery [28]. From a study in 2010, it is estimated that discovery costs can range from $5,000 to $30,000 per gigabyte [28]. While merely increasing the volume of logs is not advocated, increasing the quality of logs is recommended. A log integration system can help with tracking and monitoring of log information. Defining and implementing data-retention policies are key to successful audits and litigation.

5.4. Digital Forensics, Security and Privacy

With increasing volume of electronic information in the Healthcare industry being stored coupled with declining storage costs, there is a continuous increase in the demand for forensically sound digital investigations that can be presented in legal proceedings and in corporate settings. Be it for forensic recovery of emails or data, forensics during eDiscovery can be a nightmare if not properly conducted. Use of skilled forensicians, certified laboratories, recognized industry standards and industry-leading hardware and software is recommended when extracting data in a forensically sound manner across electronic devices including medical, wearable and medical IoT devices. Security and privacy of a patient’s health information — whether it is stored on paper or electronically - is often a top priority for patients, Healthcare providers, professionals and the government. Most Healthcare providers follow the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule (Privacy Rule) that outlines a baseline for the protection of Protected Health Information (PHI). According to a study conducted by two physicians at Massachusetts General Hospital Center for Quantitative Health, there has been a 70% increase in Healthcare data breaches between 2010 and 2017 [29]. Data breach perpetrators often span across countries. With every data breach, investigations follow and eDiscovery of the impacted systems and data stores is part of post-mortem exercises whether on-premises at the vendor or at the law offices. With ever-tightening privacy regulations across states and countries, eDiscovery is a growing challenge and perpetrator’s right to privacy is also to be accounted for. Data affected in the breach is often protected health information (PHI) and clean-up activities can sometimes be futile as the stolen data is often traded in the dark-web or dumped in cloud bins. Since this stolen data
is part of the evidence, documenting and tracking of such data is also a nightmare. Sometimes targeted entities simply notify the impacted population of a breach and pay fines to avoid legal and eDiscovery expenses. From Figure-1, managing security and privacy can be a challenge across all the phases of EDRM. This shows the extent to which this challenge is on the minds of eDiscovery practitioners.

5.5. Medical Internet of Things (IoT)

Medical devices are increasingly getting smarter and networked. Some of them can be classified under the IoT umbrella like a portable hand-held ultrasound, home genetics tests, personal patient monitors, personal infusion pumps, etc. that connected to a tablet or Smartphone. Since they roam between wireless networks, they leave behind breadcrumbs or residual data on these networks. From Figure-1, proper disposal of such devices is a challenge as they are often discarded without much thought about residual data that they may still hold. Such devices seem to also suffer from logging, authentication and general security hygiene that complicates eDiscovery when the need arises. The market for these devices is increasing and this is only going to add to the existing eDiscovery complexities.

5.6. Wearable Devices

Lifestyle trackers, fitness trackers, smart clothing, etc. fall under the wearables umbrella. These devices have grown from simple pedo tracking, wearable therapeutic devices and calorie burning features to disposable wearable patches collecting data points off sweat and skin glands. These devices support various languages, integrate with the cloud and offer minimal logging often stored in the cloud. Few legal cases have cropped-up thus far, but in McLellan et al. v. Fitbit, Inc. [30] and a recent Canadian case [31] show that data from wearables is poised to become even more insightful for courts given their wealth of user data. Such cases also introduce other players like analytics processing companies who crunch wearable data for the legal teams. From Figure-1, identification, collection, destruction can be a challenge. They can be challenging during production and presentation especially when striving for a near-native presentation format. For example, presenting selected data from a fitness tracker in a courtroom can be a challenge especially when trying to preset it within the frame of the device for maximum impact. Data forensics for eDiscovery from such devices suffer from cloud challenges, translation annoyance and minimal on-board storage. From the growth in the industry, the future of wearables for forensic evidence seems to further complicate such devices since it would involve human DNA on disposable wearables.

5.7. Communications and Telemedicine

As technology advances, communication and side discussions around patient care or medications, often happen over text messaging, image and video sharing, various instant messaging tools or specific vendor solutions. While some of this communications can be logged or recorded a lot just cannot be retrieved for eDiscovery analysis due to the poor design and implementations of these communication systems by IT at the Healthcare facilities. Unfortunately, IT teams do not allocate much attention to these systems apart from securing them. Telemedicine can be explained as the remote delivery of healthcare services, such as health assessments, medical images or physician consultations over the telecommunications infrastructure that can sometimes comprise mobile networks and mobile devices. From Figure-1, identification, collection and processing can be a challenge as communica-
Fig. 1: Heat Map of Healthcare challenges in relation to EDRM stages from a digital perspective.

Data can be disjoint and stored on devices or the cloud. Increasingly telemedicine has embraced the cloud complicating discovery. Medical transcription services often use the cloud for storage and any forensic examinations on such storage have proven a challenge due to cloud related geographical complexities and privacy. While communications is key to the business, adequate logging and implementing The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) tele-medicine best practices [32] is recommended for a start.

5.8. Could Integration

About 91% of Healthcare practices use cloud-based services, yet 47% are not confident in their security posture due to manual workflow processes [33]. Healthcare industry is increasingly embracing the cloud for few of their systems. It is easy to get absorbed by the Cloud product offerings, but, is difficult to get out of them considering the data that would remain behind on the cloud systems [34]. From Figure- 1, identification, collection and processing can be a challenge as access to data can be limited by the legal contracts between the Healthcare provider and the cloud service provider. Unless, it is decided to copy the cloud data into local storage (post identification), mechanisms may need to be put in place to secure and preserve this data in its original cloud storage. Legal issues are abound with Cloud services as data and infrastructure is often not owned by the user [35]. Healthcare vendors have been increasingly dependent on the Cloud due to cost benefits and the solution mobility. Cloud integration also poses challenges for eDiscovery due to international data processing regulations like EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Japan’s Act on the Protection of Personal Information (APPI) and China’s new Cybersecurity Law. The rise of solutions like Office 365, DropBox, Github, AWS, etc. make it even harder for data retrieval during eDiscovery. Healthcare entities should deploy Cloud specific policies and standards along with employing Cloud best practices [36], [37]. Access to cloud services should be regulated by an experienced and dedicated technical team within the organization IT or as an outsourced service.
5.9. Legacy Technology and Heterogeneous Systems

The Healthcare market is still functioning internally and with external providers using antiquated technologies such as the fax, private automatic branch exchange (PABX), mainframes, legacy EHR systems. Data files containing sensitive data are still shared with business partners and internally on CDs, USB media sometimes without encryption. The focus is more on business continuity than technology growth. Such systems lack in-depth logging and archiving making it harder to collect forensic evidence. Such technology also contributes to the skill pool required to undertake forensic investigations. From Figure- 1, collection can be a challenge, especially from disjoint legacy systems. Production and presentation can also be challenging if the intent is to present this data in a near-native format. The authors suggest slowly replacing legacy technology with today’s technology.

5.10. Mobility and Asset Management

The rise of mobile devices in the healthcare industry has made a dramatic impact in lowering the barriers to Healthcare access as well as gives patients the responsibility for their personal health. Findings of the 2017 Executive Mobility Report shows that companies face daunting technical e-discovery challenges even if their employees turn in their personal mobile devices for an investigation as discovering data on mobile devices can be difficult. This challenge applies to the Healthcare industry as well [38]. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) like Smartphones and tablets are becoming the primary device for Physicians, Nursing staff and patients. Patient health monitoring and management is increasingly delivered through Smartphone apps. Mobile devices also include wearables, patient monitors, and other connected medical devices that communicate data over a network. However, staying agile and secure while managing mobility is a continuous challenge for the Healthcare industry. From Figure-1, collection and destruction of data from mobile devices can be a challenge if the Healthcare entity has not deployed adequate mechanisms on these devices. Often their inventory is poorly managed and tracking them can be difficult. Patient Health data may be stored on these devices or transmitted over poorly secure channels back to the provider or monitoring staff. Vendors can sometimes lag in patching vulnerabilities. The future of Healthcare IT is focusing on patient-directed data exchange, Internet of Things (IoT), and telemedicine [39], [40]. Litigations involving mobile devices can be a challenge as network transmissions may be involved in the case, forensic data extraction from these devices may be needed and fourth amendment implications need to be considered [41]. Healthcare entities like most other enterprises suffer from effective Asset management. Simple asset tracking and management tools can greatly assist along with dedicated staff. The authors suggest implementing NIST best practices [42], [43], [44] while managing mobile assets.

5.11. Cross-Border

Given today’s international data privacy landscape, a discovery request or data demand across state and international borders can present a variety of challenges for organizations that are global [45]. States that border one another often have patients traveling across borders seeking medical care In KIMBERLY MONTAÑO v. ELDO FREZZA [46], the New Mexico Supreme court ruled that a Texas surgeon cannot be sued for medical malpractice in a case filed in New Mexico. Similarly, with the growth in global tourism and medical tourism,
malpractice cases and arbitration can be complicated while navigating local laws. With the stepping-up of international privacy laws, the collection stage of the eDiscovery process can be complicated as many of these laws are untested across courts beyond their jurisdiction. Data collection by law may need to be handled locally [3]. Guidelines [47], published by the E-Discovery Working Group of the New York City Bar Association, serve as a reminder of the challenges that New York State legal practitioners face when documents within the scope of a client’s discovery obligations reside in a foreign jurisdiction. In such cases, foreign laws can prohibit transferring those same documents to the United States. As organizations tend to grow with mergers and acquisitions they need to be compliant with local laws and conduct periodic due diligence and risk analysis for litigation scenarios. Figure-1 highlights this challenge as local laws can interfere when collecting data across borders. Similarly, destruction of this data can also be subject to their local laws and regulations. Being aware of cross-border legislations, working with local entities and staying abreast with the local happenings are some of the best ways to overcome this challenge.

5.12. Patient(s) and The Public

Litigation involving minor(s), emotional/mentally-impaired/aggrieved/agitated patient(s), death of individual(s) or when facing public outrage can be challenging for eDiscovery teams. Performing eDiscovery in such situations can itself be pressuring given that the litigant may not be in a competent state to assist their legal counsel. In such situations, it is imperative to have a clear understanding of issues to avoid further exposure to liability. Thomas et al. [48] focus on a list of topics and concerns based on actual court cases to highlight the high-risk medico-legal issues concerning an agitated patient so that liability can be avoided. Persistent media coverage and a growing public perception can be a challenge when litigation involves a jury. In such cases, arbitration may be an option as it produces a swifter resolution to disputes with due compensation for either party. Figure-1 highlights this challenge. Participation of surrogates or counselors or social workers during eDiscovery interactions with such patients and being cognitive to their situation can ease eDiscovery effort to a large extent. Appropriate training of eDiscovery staff on handling such situations may also be considered.

5.13. Government Involvement

In addition to dealing with routine litigation, many healthcare organizations may be involved in state or federal government investigations involving certain jurisdictions, medication recalls, services provided or faulty medical devices. Such government requests can be very broad, making it imperative for the eDiscovery team to get detailed information to narrow the scope of the investigation, the goals of collection, duration of the collection period and deadlines [49]. Figure-1 highlights identification and collection stages as challenging given the scope and limitations of the government-led investigations. Timely awareness of government-mandated investigations and their scope can better assist with overcoming this challenge.

5.14. Frequency of Litigation

The Healthcare industry is a target for litigations as it largely deals with people. Almost all health care providers have been through a litigation cycle and should be prepared with dedicated and skilled personnel. It is important to have a proven and repeatable eDiscovery process that’s tailored to the or-
ganization’s needs and requirements [49]. Employees and data custodians have to be similarly trained to avoid unpreparedness and blunders. Increased frequency of litigations triggers numerous EDRM cycles for each legal case. Figure-1 highlights the toll that a Healthcare entity often undergoes due to the countless litigations that it has to handle all year round. Healthcare entities should routinely train their legal support teams and adequately staff them to overcome this challenge.

5.15. Medical Jargon, Transcription and Billing

The Healthcare industry deals with a ton of medical terminology. For a legal mind, medical procedures, equipment/device functionality, medical terminologies, disease descriptions, pharmacy terms, etc. can be a challenge. Legal teams need to engage with subject-matter experts (SME) in such situations and may impact eDiscovery costs. The healthcare market generates huge volumes of audio and video data catering to the medical transcription industry. Most Medical Transcriptionists work from home, or other locations outside the provider facility thereby necessitating complete audit trails to facilitate eDiscovery. With the growth of cloud technology, documents and medical records will be stored on cloud-based systems, making them easily accessible for outsourced transcription from any part of the globe. Provider’s legal counsel should help write and review the outsourced Medical Transcription Service Organization (MTSO) contract(s) to include provisions and mechanisms for ease in eDiscovery should there be a need for one. Many legal cases relate to the billing of services rendered. Fraudulent health care providers cost-benefit plans and health insurers hundreds of billions of dollars annually. Fraudulent claims, reimbursement disputes, and incorrect provider billing can be better addressed by legal teams using sophisticated knowledge of medical coding systems and claim-form submissions. Figure-1 highlights this challenge during identification, processing, review and analysis stages of eDiscovery.

6. Conclusion

eDiscovery trends around medical litigation continue to evolve depending on the complexity of cases. Electronic Medical Records (EMR), increased automation and mobility increasingly present challenges that both the legal and Healthcare communities must be aware of. Healthcare providers’ in-house legal counsel, audit teams, Medical/Clinical security, IT Governance and IT Security teams should work in a cohesive way to be prepared for litigation challenges. Incorporating machine learning to assist with analytics can make eDiscovery workload more manageable by assisting with searches, indexing, deep-analysis, analytics, and sorting. A data management policy, retention policy and accompanying standards are needed at an organizational level. Management of EHR includes assembling representatives from legal, compliance, governance and IT early in the data retention process so that every aspect of data management and retention requirements is included in the organization’s long-term plan. Since data revolves around patient care, it is imperative to design Healthcare systems and devices with eDiscovery best practices keeping in mind default logging, archiving and log preservation techniques. Accommodation for forensic collection of data and secured storage may be necessary at all levels of system design and deployment. Without such considerations, a great deal of cooperation is required among parties, their counsel, patients, regulators and stakeholders in a dispute (audit or post-incidents) as to what and where information (data) exists?, is it appropriately tagged?, can it be extracted in a targeted and
meaningful way?, is it worth extracting?, and can it be explained based on the context from which it was extracted? A Healthcare market player needs to continuously monitor litigation risk and frequently conduct an assessment of their readiness to comply with e-discovery requests.
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